
 

Ember developer for civic engagement startup! 

We’re a civic tech startup, which fosters participation, co-creation and engagement in communities.  

If you’re interested in working in a dynamic environment with a diverse group of colleagues to solve a                  

pressing and large problem, you should apply.  

We’re a passionate, international team of 7. We are looking for a driven Ember developer to help us                  

continue improving & developing Civocracy - your civic network.  

Your responsibilities: 

You will help to develop the front-end of the Civocracy web platform, developing key features and                

making sure to  maintain a high quality of service as it hit growth. 

Your Profile: 

● You are competent in front-end development with Ember.js, which is evident through past             

employment experience, and/or an active GitHub. 

● You have experience with Web UI design, and are aware of best-practices in the field. 

● Experience with working with a product in production is a plus 

● You know how to work in and communicate with a team, and feel comfortable working in a                 

fast moving environment. 

● You have a strong interest in civic tech and understand the need to improve the way citizens                 

and governments communicate with each other. 

 

We offer: 

● A globally focused company with an international, interdisciplinary, and enthusiastic team. 

● An attractive work environment at the Impact Hub Berlin, a social co-working space where              

you will work with like minded people, enjoy member benefits and attend events. 

● The possibility to learn from challenging problems and experiences that will last you a              

lifetime. 

● The opportunity to work in a social enterprise that aims to make the world a better place. 

● Enable you to grow with the company both in responsibility and in role. 

● A competitive salary.  

We a looking for a  full-time employment. 

Send your complete application to Nicolas Reynolds, nicolas@civocracy.org. Complete         

application documents include: Cover letter, CV, Links to Profiles (Linkedin or           



 

GitHub). 

 

 

 


